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ABSTRACT 
The border rank of a nondegenerate m X n X (mn - q) tensor over the complex 
field is mn - q provided that 9 < max(m, n). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The computational complexity of a set of bilinear forms { x7‘A,y, k = 
1,2,..., P}, where Ak=(ai,j,k) is an m X n matrix over some field F and 
x, y are vectors of noncommuting indeterminates of dimension respectively m 
and n, can be described in terms of the tensor rank of the three-way array (or 
tensor) (u ,, j, k) [ 1 l] or, equivalently, as the tensor rank of the linear space ~2 
spanned by the matrices A,, k = 1,2,. .., p [6]. The analysis of global 
properties of the tensor rank, expressed either in terms of a three-way array or 
in terms of a linear space of matrices, has had growing interest in the field of 
algebraic complexity. Ranking a tensor is a problem very hard to solve even 
for tensors of small dimensions. A typical example of this situation is given by 
the 9 X 9 X 9 tensor associated to 3 X 3 matrix multiplication. The problem has 
been completely solved in special cases such as m x n x 2 and m x n x (mn 
- 2) tensors (see [7], [2] respectively). In other cases the maximum rank of 
classes of tensors of given shape has been investigated. In [3] tensors of 
dimension m x n X (mn - k), k < min( m, n), are investigated. Simple cases 
such as 3 X 3 X p tensors still leave some open questions: if p f 5, the 
maximum tensor rank is known, but for p = 5 it is not known if the maximum 
rank is 5 or 6 [3]. 
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The existence of sequences of tensors with small rank converging to a 
tensor of higher rank has led to the concept of border rank [5], yielding a tool 
for investigating the approximate complexity of sets of bilinear forms. Global 
properties of border rank have been investigated in recent papers by Strassen 
[lo] and Lickteig [8]. In these papers upper and lower bounds as well as 
asymptotical estimates of the maximum border rank of general tensors are 
given, and, for specific shapes, the maximum border rank is given explicitely 
as in the case of n X n X 3 tensors. The border rank of m X n X 2 tensors has 
been completely analyzed in [4]. 
In this paper we widen the class of tensors of known border rank. We 
show in fact that for any m x n x (mn - q) nondegenerate tensor A the 
relation borderrank( A) = mn - q holds over the complex field, provided that 
q < max(m, n). This result allows us to determine the border rank of all of the 
nondegenerate tensors of dimension 3 X3X p. The proof of this result, 
obtained by treating the problem in terms of linear spaces of matrices, is 
divided into two steps. First we express the linear space & as the kernel of a 
suitable matrix B and we cause a small perturbation in B in order to get a 
more treatible matrix B; then we construct a basis of the kernel of b made up 
by rank-one matrices. The main property which is used to accomplish this 
manipulation is that any n x n matrix A, through a small perturbation, can 
be transformed into a new matrix having a set of n linearly independent 
eigenvectors. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let C be the complex field, z?’ the linear space spanned by the set of 
linearly independent m X n matrices { A k, k = 1,2,. . . , p }. 
We define the tensor rank of & [ll, 61 over C as the least integer t for 
which there are u(I) E Cn’,v(‘) E C”, WC’) E CP, r = 1,2,. . . , t, such that 
A,= i U(f)V(r)TW(r) k ) k=1,2 ,..., p, 
and we set t = rk(&). 
We define the border rank of & [S], b_rk($), as t_he lea_st integer t such 
that for any .s>O there exist matrices A,,A,,..., APL [[Ai-Ai]] <E and 
rk(~)==,where~iisthelinearspacespannedbyA:,,A,,...,~,,andII.IIis 
any norm. 
Actually the definition given above yields the concept of topological 
border rank in the sense given in [4], [lo]. Since we are working over an 
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algebraically closed field, we have that the topological border rank and the 
algebraic border rank (see [4], [l], [9]) coincide [l]. 
In the following we will treat the linear space of matrices ~2 as a linear 
space of vectors obtained by arranging the entries of the matrices column- 
wise. For the sake of simplicity we use the same symbol ~2 to denote either 
the set of matrices or the set of vectors. 
Given an m x n matrix A, the set kenA) = {x E C”: Ax = 0} denotes 
the kernel of A, and if m = n, the number tr( A) = Ca,, denotes the trace of 
A. The symbol (1. )I will denote any norm on C”, and for any m X n matrix A 
we define 
IIAII = SUP IIA~I/IIxI~~ 
xzo 
the induced matrix norm of A. As is well known, induced matrix norms share 
the following properties (tacitly used in the sequel): 
IIABII Q IIAII 11~11~ llxll G II4 IIxII* 
The set of all complex diagonalizable n X n matrices forms a dense subset of 
the space of all n X n matrices, endowed with such a norm topology. The 
following lemmas, closely related to this well-known fact, will be useful. 
LEMMA 1. ForanynXnmutrixA=(ai,j), u,,~EC, undforuny&>O 
there exists a matrix A = (u,,~), ai,j E C, such that ]]A - A]] < E, and A is 
nonsingular and has n distinct eigenvulues and a set of n linearly indepen- 
dent eigenvectors. 
Proof. Let _I = SAS-’ be in triangular form. Let pi,. . . , p, be p-tin&e 
different complex numbers of absolute value 1. The matrix J = J - 
6 Diag(pL,, . . . , p,,), 6 f 0, is nonsingular for small enough 181, and conse- 
quently has n distinct eigenvalues. Therefore, A = S’JS satisfies the condi- 
tions of the lemma provided that 161 < e/]]S]] ]]S-‘I]. n 
LEMMAS. Let B = (bi, j), b,, j E C be an m x n matrix, n > m, with full 
runkm. Let {a(‘)EC”, a’=l,2 ,..., n - m} be a basis of ker(B). For any 
E > 0 the7e exists a number S > 0 such that, for any fi sutisjijng the relation 
IIB--BII<S, a busis {la((‘)~C”, i=l,2,...,n-m} of ker(B) exists such 
that Ilu”’ - Si)ll < E. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that the first m columns of B 
are linearly independent, and partition B in the following way: B = ( ?,I$>, 
where Br is a square and nonsingular matrix. Analogously set B = (B,IB,), 
where B, is a square matrix. If 8 < IIB,‘II-‘, then B,’ is nonsingular; in fact 
H- ‘= {E:=,,[B,‘@- B,)]‘}B,‘, and, by a straightforward computation 
we have 
118,’ - B, ‘1) < WT1112 
1 - W4 ‘II ’ 
(2.1) 
Now if Ba = 0, we have a(‘) = - B;‘B,a@), where ar = (a(1)T,a(2)T), We 
choose %r = (“a”)r, $‘)r) such that 5c2) = ac2), so that from the condition fi5 = 0 
we get “a((‘) = - 8; 1B2a(2’. Now, since (la - flJ = I/a(‘) - 5(‘)II, we have Ila - 111 
= II(B;l& - B;1B2)a(2’II and, in view of (2.1), we get (la - 511 < 
lla’2’~~(~~B~‘~~ II&,- B211+ Ilh211 IIs,‘- B,‘II)< 6k, where k is a positive num- 
ber. Choosing 6 < E/k, the lemma is proved. n 
3. MAIN RESULT 
Let .& be the linear space spanned by the set of linearly independent 
mXn matrices {Ak, k=1,2 ,..., p}, p = mn - 9, m > n. Following [2], we 
consider the annihilator space of &, 
g= {Y:tr(YrA)=O, AE&}, (3.1) 
made up by m x n matrices. The set .%? is a linear space of dimension 9. Let 
{Bk, k=1,2 ,..., 9) be a basis of ~8, and set bckjT = (bikjT, bhkjT,. . , bkkjT), 
where b:k) is the jth column of the matrix B,. The 9 X mn matrix B, the 
rows of which are the vectors b ‘kn’, has full rank 9, and by the relation (3.1) 
we have ._z? = ker( B). 
The matrix B can be partitioned in the following way: B = 
(S,, RI,..., S,,,R,),whereSiandRi,i=l ,..., n,areq~qandq~(m-9) 
matrices, respectively. In view of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we can find for 
every E > 0 a 9 X mn matrix z( = (s”r, kr,. . . , $,, fi2,), such that all Si are 
nonsingular q-square matrices having distinct eigenvalues. Furthermore, 
ker(B) has a basis Ai,..., A, satisfying II A i - A i II < E. Without loss 
of generality we can assume that S, is the identity matrix. [Otherwise replace 
B by S-‘B and then approximate to g, by means of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, 
obtaining a 9 x m matrix b = (S,, A,, . . . , $,, 8,) such that all !$ are nonsin- 
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gular q-square matrices having distinct eigenvalues, and !?i = I;_ moreover 
ker( fi) has a basis A r,..., A, satisfying ]]A, - A,]] <E, so that ]]A, - Ai]] < 
2E.l 
If we are able to construct a basis of ker(B) made up by rank-one 
matrices, we have proved the relation brk(&) < mn - 9. Therefore we are 
interested into analyzing all the rank-one matrices belonging to ker( B). 
Let uvT, u E C”‘, v EC”, be a rank-one matrix. From the condition 
uv r E ker( B) we get the relation 
n 
c Vi& iii), = 0. 
i=l 
Partitioning the vector u as uT = (wr,zr), where w E Cq, z E Cnl-q, we can 




c v,s, w = - vlw - 1 Vi& 
i 1 z. i=2 i=l (3.2) 
The relation (3.2) allows us to prove the following 
PROPOSITION. The set ker( B) contains mn - 9 linearly independent 
rank-one matrices, where B = (s,, ii,, $, R 2 ,..., $, fi,), $, = I, and Si, i = 
2,3,..., n, are nonsingular matrices having distinct eigenvalues. 
Proof Let uvT E ker(B), ur= (wr,zr), w E Cq, z E Cmp9. Then the 
vectors w, z, and u must satisfy the equation (3.2). Now we show, by a 
constructive argument, that Equation (3.2) has mn - 9 linearly independent 
solutions. 
Set z = 0 .Ci) = (,(i) u(i) 
2 1 a ,..., v$‘)‘, j = 1,2 ,..., n - 1, where vjj)= 1 if 
i = j + 1, and vij) = 0 otherwise. In the assumptions of the proposition the 
matrix sj has 9 distinct eigenvalues hi, j and 9 linearly independent eigen- 
vectors w(‘* J), i = 1: 2 ,..., 9, j=1,2 ,..., n-1.S 
the vectors u(i,jn’ = (w(“j)r,zr), i = 1 2 
ince for any j, l$ j < n - 1, 
, , . . . ,9, are linearly independent and 
for any i, 16 i < 9, the vectors vci,j)r = ( - X. v(j) ,iJ;, (,);,f=I,2,...,n_I,are 
linearly independent, we have that .G?i = {u ‘* v ‘9 , i = 1,2,. . . ,9, j = 
1,2,..., n - l} c ker(B) is a set of 9(n - 1) linearly independent matrices 
having rank one. In order to complete the basis of ker(B) we still have to 
construct (m - 9)n linearly independent rank-one matrices. For this purpose 
consider the vectors v(j’=(vijr)EC”, j=l,2,...,n, such that vii)=1 if 
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i= j, vji)= 0 otherwise. From the relation (3.2) we have 
sjw = - iI jz’ j = 1,2 1..., n. 
Now choose m - 9 linearly independent vectors zci), i = 1,2,. . ., m - 9, 
and set w(i,i)= -sl;Ihjz(i). Since the set {u(i.i)?‘=(wcr.i,r,z(i)T), i = 
1,2 ,..., m-l, j=1,2 ,..., n - 1) contains m - 9 linearly independent vec- 
tors and the vectors v(j), j = 1,2,. . . , n, are linearly independent, then 
gz= {u (i. jJV(j)T , i=1,2 ,..., m-9, j=1,2 ,..., n} is a set of (m - 9)n 
linearly independent vectors. Moreover, since uvT E gl, implies z = 0, where 
uT = (wT,zT), while {z E Cm-9:uT= (wT,zT),uvT E S2} = C”‘-9, we have 
that .?+Yg U .%?I is a basis of ker(B). n 
The main consequence of the above Proposition is expressed by the 
following 
COROLLARY. Any nondegenerate m x n X (mn - 9 ) tensor over the com- 
plex field C has border rank mn - 9 provided that 9 < mux(m, n). 
Proof. If m >, n, applying the above proposition to the linear space 
spanned by the slabs A,, AZ,..., An,n_q of the tensor, we get brk(zZ)< mn 
- 9. The lower bound follows from the nondegeneracy of the tensor. If 
m < n, we apply the proposition to the linear space zzZT spanned by the 
matrices AT, Ai ,..., AT,,n_q. Since brk(&) = brk(.&‘), the proof is com- 
pleted. n 
We apply the result expressed in the above corollary to exploit the 
maximum border rank of 3 X3X p tensors. Denoting by brk(m, n, 9) the 
maximum border rank of a generic m x rt X p tensor, we have obviously 
brk(3,3,1) = 3 and, by [4], brk(3,3,2) = 3. Moreover, by using, for odd n, the 
relation brk(n, n,3) = (3n + 1)/2 (see [lo]), we have brk(3,3,3) = 5, and, 
since brk(cy, (Y, (Y +2) = (u((Y + 2)/3, a # 2mod3 (see again [lo]), we have 
brk(3,3,5) = 5; therefore brk(3,3,4) = 5. Applying the corollary above, we 
have brk(3,3,6) = 6, brk(3,3,7) = 7, brk(3,3,8) = 8, brk(3,3,9) = 9. 
The following table shows the value of the maximum border rank and the 
maximum tensor rank of 3 X 3 X p tensors, where 0 E { 6,7} : 
Erk 3 1 3 2 3 5 4 5 5 6 7 8 9 
rk 3 4 5 6 9 7 8 8 9 
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